
MPLS (All-in-One) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Why MPLS?  
MPLS	is	designed	to	work	within	a	multi-protocol	environment	and	may	reduce	delay	by	avoiding	the	routing	table	lookup.	
It	is	flexible	in	many	ways—such	as	having	separate	control	and	data	planes—	and	it	also	allows	traffic	to	have	an	ex-plicit	
path	set	through	the	network	by	taking	advantage	of	MPLS	traffic	engineer-ing	(TE)	for	a	next	hop	without	making	any	
modifications	to	an	IGP	path.	You	can	use	MPLS	TE	to	avoid	congestion	and	distribute	traffic	to	non-standard	paths	making	
the	optimal	use	of	all	links.	Moreover,	MPLS	TE	can	use	class	of	service	to	prioritize	specific	types	of	traffic	(say	VoIP)	over	
others.		MPLS	is	more	scalable	in	comparison	to	IGP	routing	–	you	can	simply	add	a	new	site	to	the	VRF	without	the	need	
to	create	complex	mesh	tunnels.		

	

	
	
	
	

• MPLS	takes	a	long	time	to	deploy	
• It’s	expensive	
• It’s	Ineffective	for	small	or	remote	sites	
• MPLS	does	not	allow	internet	traffic	to	be	routed	locally	
• Lower	performance	with	MPLS	
• MPLS	requires	the	same	service	provider	across	the	network	
• MPLS	has	limited	bandwidth	and	long	lead	times	
• Security	is	a	bigger	issue	with	MPLS	

 
SD-WAN – ultimate networking 
SD-WAN	(Software-Defined	Wide	Area	Network)	presents	a	new,	flexible	and	exciting	option	for	those	looking	for	an	
alternative	to	MPLS-based	networking,	or	a	hybrid	network	configuration.	This	differs	by	providing	multiple	high-
bandwidth	connections	simultaneously,	or	by	utilizing	a	combination	of	MPLS	and	internet.	These	are	cost-effective,	and	
can	be	aggregated	to	allow	for	faster	connections.	This	aggregation	can	include	WAN	connections	to	a	single	site,	and,	by	
bonding	different	types	of	connection	together,	performance	is	optimized.	

 
 



MPLS Terms and Label Handling  
Acronym  Terminology  
MPLS  Multiprotocol Label Switching  

LSP  Label-switched path  

LSR  Label-switching router  

LER  Label edge router  

PE router  Provider edge router  

P router  Provider core router  

PHP  Penultimate-hop popping (described later in this 
chapter)  

Push  A MPLS label is added to the top of the stack  

Swap  A MPLS label is swapped by an LSR  

Pop  The topmost MPLS label is removed from the stack  

 
MPLS	Label	Binding:	 
MPLS	assigns	a	local	label	and	receives	a	remote	label	for	routes.	 
The	local	label	is	distributed	to	neighbors	and	stored	in	their	forwarding	table.	 
Traffic	arriving	with	a	label	matching	a	local	label	can	then	immediately	be	forwarded	to	the	remote	label	that	is	assigned	
for	the	same	route,	not	requiring	any	form	of	lookup.		

Forwarding	Equivalence	Class	(FEC)		
A	label	represents	a	FEC	which	is	a	group	of	IP	packets	which	are	forwarded	in	the	same	manner,	over	the	same	path.	 
A	FEC	might	correspond	to	a	destination	IP	subnet	or	an	IP	precedence	value.		

MPLS	Infrastructure		
MPLS	is	globally	enabled	and	requires	CEF	to	operate.	 
MPLS	traffic	will	follow	the	same	path	as	IP	traffic	by	default.	 
All	IGPs	(including	connected	and	static)	routes	will	have	a	label	assigned	by	default.		

MPLS	Label	Operations		
PUSH.	Label	is	installed	on	the	packet;	the	label	is	pushed	onto	the	stack.	 
SWAP.	The	top-most	label	is	swapped.	 
PULL.	The	top-most	label	is	removed	from	the	stack.	 
DELETE.	The	entire	stack	is	deleted.		

MPLS	Label	Switching	Routers	(LSR)	/	Label	Edge	Router	(LER)		
Traffic	flows	upstream	to	downstream	in	order	to	reach	a	network	prefix.	 
A	MPLS	downstream	router	is	closest	to	the	subnet	that	is	being	reached.	 
Routers	that	reside	in	the	core	of	the	network	are	called	LSRs.	Routers	that	reside	connecting	to	CE	devices	are	called	
Edge-LSRs	(LER).	 
Where	traffic	originating	in	the	MPLS	domain	is	called	an	Ingress	Edge-LSR.	 
The	router	that	forwards	the	traffic	to	the	CE	is	called	an	Egress	Edge-LSR.		

Penultimate	Hop	Popping	(PHP)		
The	top-most	label	is	removed	by	the	LSR	adjacent	to	the	Edge-LSR.	 
The	label	is	popped	one	hop	earlier	than	the	Edge	Egress	LSR.	 
 



L3VPN	/	IPVPN	 
Route	Distinguisher	(RD)	and	Route	Target	(RT)		
The	only	purpose	of	the	RD	is	to	make	routes	unique	in	the	mBGP.	�	
Doesn't	have	to	match	on	neighboring	routers	that	are	part	of	the	same	VPNv4	neighborship.	�	
There	is	no	relationship	between	RT	and	RD,	they	do	not	have	to	match	on	the	same	router	or	on	neighboring	router.	�	
RT	helps	sort	routes	in	the	appropriate	routing	table.	�	
The	router	imports	the	RT	that	the	other	router	exports,	this	does	not	have	to	match	the	RD.		

Labels	�	
The	top-most	label	(MPLS)	is	the	transport	label.	This	gets	swapped	between	LSRs	and	popped	at	the	egress	PE.	�	
One	transport	label	per	VRF,	not	per	route.	�	
The	label	between	the	top-most	and	the	prefix	is	the	mBGP	label	(VPN).	�	
One	mBGP	label	per	route	in	the	VRF.	�	

L3VPN	Configuration	Steps	�	
Create	VRFs	and	associate	interfaces.	�	
MPLS	and	routing	infrastructure	is	operational.	�	
Create	VPNv4	infrastructure	with	mBGP	peerings.	�	
Configure	PE-CE	routing.	�	
Configure	mBGP	->	PE-CE	redistribution,	this	is	not	needed	if	PE-CE	connection	is	using	eBGP.	�	
vrf	definition	1	
rd	192.168.0.1:1		
address-family	ipv4		
route-target	both	1:1		
router	bgp	1	
no	bgp	default	ipv4-unicast	
neighbor	192.168.0.2	remote-as	1	
neighbor	192.168.0.2	update-source	Loopback0	add	vpnv4		
neighbor	192.168.0.2	activate	
neighbor	192.168.0.2	send-community	both		
VPNv4	mBGP	Peering	Rules		
BGP	needs	a	peering	with	a	loopback	address.	�	
If	peered	with	physical	address	the	PHP	pops	the	label	to	soon	because	its	a	directly	connected	network.	�	
Fix	non-loopback	peering	MPLS	mBGP	with	route-map.	�	
A	P	router	can	also	be	configured	as	a	RR.	This	will	automatically	disable	the	route-target	filter.	�	
When	using	eBGP	between	VPNv4	peers	the	RT	filter	has	to	de	explicitly	disabled	on	the	P	router	with	the	no	bgp	default	
route-target	filter	command.	�	
route-map	NEXT_HOP		
set	ip	next-hop	192.168.0.1	router	bgp	1		
add	vpnv4	neighbor	10.0.12.2	route-map	NEXT_HOP	out		
neighbor	192.168.0.2	route-reflector-client		
	 	 	
VRF	Route-Leaking	between	Sites:		
ip	prefix-list	Lo1	permit	11.11.11.11/32		
route-map	EXPORT_MAP	permit	10		
match	ip	address	prefix	Lo1�	
set	extcommunity	rt	11:11	additive		
vrf	definition	1�	
rd	192.168.0.1:1		
address-family	ipv4		
route-target	both	1:1		
export	map	EXPORT_MAP		
vrf	definition	2�	



rd	192.168.0.1:2		
address-family	ipv4		
route-target	both	2:2		
route-target	import	11:11		

	
BGP		
BGP	PE-CE�	
Either	associate	each	CE	with	a	different	AS	(65000+)	or	give	each	CE	the	same	AS.	If	same	AS	on	CE:		
Configure	CEs	to	allow	their	own	AS	inbound.	�	
Override	CEs	AS	when	forwarding	BGP	prefixes.	�	
Prevent	loops	between	CE	backdoors	by	setting	the	Site	of	Origin	(SoO)	on	the	PE	�	

	
ip	bgp-community	new-format	router	bgp	1		
no	bgp	default	ipv4-unicast�	
neighbor	192.168.0.3	remote-as	1�	
neighbor	192.168.0.3	update-source	Loopback0		
address-family	vpnv4		
neighbor	192.168.0.3	activate		
neighbor	192.168.0.3	send-community	both		
address-family	ipv4	vrf	2		
neighbor	172.0.58.8	remote-as	65001		
neighbor	172.0.58.8	activate	n	
eighbor	172.0.58.8	send-community		
neighbor	172.0.58.8	as-override		
neighbor	172.0.58.8	soo	1:1		
router	bgp	65001		
address-family	ipv4		
neighbor	172.0.58.5	remote-as	1		
neighbor	172.0.58.5	allowas-in		
 

BGP	GRE	Tunnels	(Old	way)	�	
Alternative	to	using	a	MPLS	/	L3VPN	configuration	with	VRFs	�	

LDP	/	TDP	 
Tag	Distribution	Protocol	(TDP)		
Uses	UDP	711	to	create	adjacency.	�	
Uses	destination	port	TCP	711	to	create	session,	random	TCP	source	port.	�	
Does	not	support	authentication.	�	
TDP	uses	same	commands	as	LDP.		
The	only	requirement	is	that	it	is	either	enabled	globally	or	separately	per	interface.	�	
If	not	specified,	LDP	will	be	the	default	label	protocol.	�	
TDP	and	LDP	can	coexist	on	the	same	router.	However,	they	must	match	on	interfaces	between	neighbors.	�	
Interface	configuration	takes	precedence	over	global	configuration.	�	
TDP	and	LDP	use	a	default	hello	timer	of	5	seconds	and	a	hold	timer	of	15	seconds.	 
Label	Distribution	Protocol	(LDP)	�	
Uses	UDP	646	to	create	adjacency.	�	
Uses	destination	port	TCP	646	to	create	session,	random	TCP	source	port.	�	
Supports	authentication.	�	



The	LDP	Router-ID	is	highest	loopback	by	default	followed	by	highest	interface.	�	
The	LDP	RID	is	an	actual	IP	address,	unlike	the	BGP	or	OSPF	RID.	�	
The	LDP	RID	will	be	used	as	the	transport	address	by	default,	meaning	that	it	must	be	reachable.	�	
Between	neighbors	the	LSR	with	the	highest	RID	will	initiate	the	TCP	session.	�	
Uses	the	all	router	multicast	address	224.0.0.2	(UDP	646	or	711)	to	form	the	neighborship.	�	
Label	Switched	Paths	(LSPs)	are	unidirectional.	�	
 

MPLS	TTL		
Hide	the	MPLS	backbone	by	setting	the	TTL	of	traceroute	traffic	to	255.		
Forwarded	applies	to	transit	traffic.		
Local	applies	to	locally	generated	traffic.		
Default	is	both.		
Handling	of	TTL	expiring	on	packets:		
With	0	a	packet	with	an	expired	TTL	is	forwarded	by	the	global	routing	table.�	
With	1-6	a	packet	is	forwarded	by	the	underlying	label,	if	more	than	1	label	is	present.		
	
	

MPLS	Implicit-null	/	Explicit-null		
An	implicit-null	label	is	set	to	instruct	upstream	routers	that	they	should	perform	PHP.	
	The	implicit-null	label	is	set	for	directly	connected	prefixes	on	each	LSR.		
An	explicit-null	label	is	used	in	QoS	combined	with	MPLS.		
When	a	packets	gets	encapsulated	in	MPLS,	there	is	the	option	of	copying	the	IP	precedence	to	the	MPLS	header	(EXP	
bits).	�	
If	a	POP	is	performed	(implicit-null)	at	the	penultimate	LSR,	the	EXP	bits	in	the	MPLS	header	are	removed	as	well.	�	
With	explicit-null	the	MPLS	header	is	left	intact	until	it	reaches	the	Egress	LSR.	�	
Explicit	Null	is	advertised	in	place	of	Implicit	Null	for	directly	connected	prefixes.	�	
Configure	with	the	mpls	ldp	explicit-null	global	command.	Default	is	to	enable	explicit-null	for	all	local	prefixes.	�	
	

	
•        Label-switched path (LSP): An LSP is a unidirectional path built solely on la- bels from an 

ingress router to an egress router. Hence, for a two-way path (bi- directional path), two LSPs are 
built – one LSP in each direction.  

•  Label-switching router (LSR): An LSR is a MPLS router that takes forwarding decisions based 
solely on labels. It swaps or pops (in the case of PHP) the label based on the entries in the mpls.0 
table. � 

•  Label edge router (LER): The LER is the router that sits at the edge of the net- work (say the 
ingress or egress PE router). The LER/PE will either push the la- bel (ingress router) or pop the 
label (egress router). The push label operation at LER is performed using the entries in the inet.3 
table and then the packet is forwarded in the MPLS domain. � 

Penultimate-hop Popping (PHP)  
PHP	is	taken	care	of	on	the	penultimate	(the	second-to-last)	router,	or	the	LSR	be-	fore	the	LER.	It	is	a	process	where	the	
outermost	label	is	popped	before	reaching	its	destination	in	the	MPLS	domain,	which	means	the	LSR	pops	the	outer	label	
be-	fore	the	packet	is	passed	to	the	LER.		
	

RSVP  
RSVP	is	the	acronym	for	Resource	Reservation	Protocol.	It	was	predominantly	designed	to	reserve	and	to	maintain	the	



distributed	resource	reservation	across	multiple	nodes.	Over	time,	extensions	were	added	so	that	RSVP	could	be	a	signal-	
ing	protocol	for	MPLS.	RSVP	carries	opaque	objects	for	building	MPLS	LSPs	that	allow	for	MPLS	traffic	engineering.	The	
opaque	objects	in	the	RSVP	extensions	do	not	create	any	compatibility	issue	with	the	existing	functions	of	RSVP.		
RSVP	is	used	for	bandwidth	allocation	and	creates	MPLS	LSPs	with	either	a	manually	de	ned	Explicit	Route	Object	(ERO),	or	
an	ERO	computed	with	the	help	of	the	Constrained	Shortest	Path	First	(CSPF)	algorithm	in	the	MPLS	domain.	More-	over,	
an	RSVP-signaled	LSP	leverages	traffic	engineering	and	therefore,	if	desired,	does	not	require	the	LSP	to	use	the	IGP	
calculated	path.		
	

Importing	and	Exporting	VPN	Routes		
There	are	two	ways	you	can	import	and	export	routes	in	a	VRF.	One	option	is	to	configure	the	vrf-target	knob,	and	the	
second	is	configuring	import	and	export	policies.	The	vrf-target	knob	automatically	exports	routes	from	VRFs	adding	a	
target	community,	and	imports	routes	in	the	VRF	with	the	same	target	community,	allowing	easy	configuration	of	simple	
VPN	topologies.	The	use	of	import	and	ex-	port	policies	can	allow	configuration	of	far	more	complex	VPN	topologies.		
	

VPLS  
There	are	cases	when	you	need	a	Layer	2	service	that	is	point-to-multipoint	or	a	LAN	segment	across	multiple	sites.	Virtual	
private	LAN	service	(VPLS)	is	a	service	that	can	cater	to	that	requirement	–	appearing	to	be	a	single	LAN	segment,	like	a	
learning	bridge.	When	the	destination	MAC	address	is	known	traffic	is	sent	directly	to	the	site,	and	when	it’s	unknown	an	
Ethernet	frame	is	broadcast	to	all	the	re-	mote	sites.	VPLS	can	be	configured	using	BGP	or	LDP,	as	discussed	in	the	next	
walk	through.		

VPLS	Using	BGP		
The	VPLS	control	plane	is	used	for	auto	discovery	and	signaling.	BGP	allows	auto	discovery	and	signaling	between	all	the	PE	
devices	that	participate	in	a	particular	VPLS	instance	and	all	the	PEs	participating	must	be	logically	in	full	mesh.		
	
COMMON	SHOW	COMMANDS:	
	

§ show mpls interface 
§ show configuration protocols ldp 
§ show ldp session 
§ show ldp database 
§ show route 192.0.2.6/32 table inet.3 
§ show configuration protocols rsvp 
§ show configuration protocols mpls 
§ show mpls lsp ingress 
§ show mpls lsp ingress name AT_CO extensive 
§ show configuration routing-options forwarding-table 
§ show rsvp session transit lsp 
§ show configuration routing-options route-distinguisher-id 
§ show configuration protocols bgp 
§ show bgp summary 
§ show route receive-protocol bgp 203.0.113.3 
§ show route table bgp.l3vpn.0 terse 
§ show route table bgp.l3vpn.0 rd-prefix 192.0.2.3:5:100.64.21.0/24 extensive 
§ show vpls connections 
§ show route forwarding-table family vpls 

	

	
	
	
	
	
	



MPLS- LABS: 
 

Junos MPLS L3VPN Lab (EVE-NG) 
 

 
R1 R3 
set version 14.1R4.8 
set system host-name R1 
set system root-authentication encrypted-password 
"$1$4bxTrHU5$4rCt7J.V8MHu1/Rubt/Ga." 
set system syslog user * any emergency 
set system syslog file messages any notice 
set system syslog file messages authorization info 
set system syslog file interactive-commands interactive-
commands any 
set interfaces ge-0/0/0 mtu 1560 
set interfaces ge-0/0/0 unit 0 family inet address 
192.168.0.1/24 
set interfaces ge-0/0/0 unit 0 family mpls 
set interfaces ge-0/0/9 vlan-tagging 
set interfaces ge-0/0/9 unit 1 vlan-id 1 
set interfaces ge-0/0/9 unit 1 family inet address 
10.0.0.1/16 
set interfaces ge-0/0/9 unit 2 vlan-id 2 
set interfaces ge-0/0/9 unit 2 family inet address 
10.255.0.1/16 
set interfaces lo0 unit 0 family inet address 172.16.0.1/32 
set routing-options autonomous-system 65000 
set protocols mpls interface ge-0/0/0.0 
set protocols bgp group MPBGP local-address 172.16.0.1 
set protocols bgp group MPBGP family inet-vpn any 
set protocols bgp group MPBGP peer-as 65000 
set protocols bgp group MPBGP neighbor 172.16.0.3 
set protocols ospf area 0.0.0.0 interface ge-0/0/0.0 
authentication md5 1 key "$9$Xkyxb2ZGi.fzjH" 
set protocols ospf area 0.0.0.0 interface lo0.0 
set protocols ldp interface ge-0/0/0.0 
set protocols ldp interface lo0.0 
set routing-instances customer1 instance-type vrf 
set routing-instances customer1 interface ge-0/0/9.1 
set routing-instances customer1 route-distinguisher 
172.16.0.1:1 
set routing-instances customer1 vrf-target target:65000:1 
set routing-instances customer1 vrf-table-label 

set version 14.1R4.8 
set system host-name R3 
set system root-authentication encrypted-password 
"$1$LGo7dkLC$fCsK3aaBLgXEHGCTi44J/0" 
set system syslog user * any emergency 
set system syslog file messages any notice 
set system syslog file messages authorization info 
set system syslog file interactive-commands interactive-
commands any 
set interfaces ge-0/0/0 mtu 1560 
set interfaces ge-0/0/0 unit 0 
set interfaces ge-0/0/1 mtu 1560 
set interfaces ge-0/0/1 unit 0 family inet address 
192.168.2.2/24 
set interfaces ge-0/0/1 unit 0 family mpls 
set interfaces ge-0/0/9 vlan-tagging 
set interfaces ge-0/0/9 unit 1 vlan-id 1 
set interfaces ge-0/0/9 unit 1 family inet address 
10.1.0.1/16 
set interfaces ge-0/0/9 unit 2 vlan-id 2 
set interfaces ge-0/0/9 unit 2 family inet address 
10.254.0.1/16 
set interfaces lo0 unit 0 family inet address 172.16.0.3/32 
set routing-options autonomous-system 65000 
set protocols mpls interface ge-0/0/1.0 
set protocols bgp group MPBGP local-address 172.16.0.3 
set protocols bgp group MPBGP family inet-vpn any 
set protocols bgp group MPBGP peer-as 65000 
set protocols bgp group MPBGP neighbor 172.16.0.1 
set protocols ospf area 0.0.0.0 interface ge-0/0/1.0 
authentication md5 1 key "$9$eQpKX-Y2aUi.oJ" 
set protocols ospf area 0.0.0.0 interface lo0.0 
set protocols ldp interface ge-0/0/1.0 
set protocols ldp interface lo0.0 
set routing-instances customer1 instance-type vrf 
set routing-instances customer1 interface ge-0/0/9.1 
set routing-instances customer1 route-distinguisher 
172.16.0.3:1 



set routing-instances customer1 protocols bgp group 
customer1 peer-as 65100 
set routing-instances customer1 protocols bgp group 
customer1 neighbor 10.0.0.2 
set routing-instances customer2 instance-type vrf 
set routing-instances customer2 interface ge-0/0/9.2 
set routing-instances customer2 route-distinguisher 
172.16.0.1:2 
set routing-instances customer2 vrf-target target:65000:2 
set routing-instances customer2 vrf-table-label 
set routing-instances customer2 protocols bgp group 
customer2 peer-as 65100 
set routing-instances customer2 protocols bgp group 
customer2 neighbor 10.255.0.2 
 

set routing-instances customer1 vrf-target target:65000:1 
set routing-instances customer1 vrf-table-label 
set routing-instances customer1 protocols bgp group 
customer1 peer-as 65200 
set routing-instances customer1 protocols bgp group 
customer1 neighbor 10.1.0.2 
set routing-instances customer2 instance-type vrf 
set routing-instances customer2 interface ge-0/0/9.2 
set routing-instances customer2 route-distinguisher 
172.16.0.3:2 
set routing-instances customer2 vrf-target target:65000:2 
set routing-instances customer2 vrf-table-label 
set routing-instances customer2 protocols bgp group 
customer2 peer-as 65200 
set routing-instances customer2 protocols bgp group 
customer2 neighbor 10.254.0.2 
 

R2: 
set version 14.1R4.8 
set system host-name R2 
set system root-authentication encrypted-password "$1$YUkqryT5$nvKSp7XgooyaoLFTypbFP/" 
set system syslog user * any emergency 
set system syslog file messages any notice 
set system syslog file messages authorization info 
set system syslog file interactive-commands interactive-commands any 
set interfaces ge-0/0/0 mtu 1560 
set interfaces ge-0/0/0 unit 0 family inet address 192.168.0.2/24 
set interfaces ge-0/0/0 unit 0 family mpls 
set interfaces ge-0/0/1 mtu 1560 
set interfaces ge-0/0/1 unit 0 family inet address 192.168.2.1/24 
set interfaces ge-0/0/1 unit 0 family mpls 
set interfaces lo0 unit 0 family inet address 172.16.0.2/32 
set protocols ospf area 0.0.0.0 interface ge-0/0/0.0 authentication md5 1 key "$9$GgUqf3nCuBE9A" 
set protocols ospf area 0.0.0.0 interface ge-0/0/1.0 authentication md5 1 key "$9$ZIGkPF39pOR/C" 
set protocols ospf area 0.0.0.0 interface lo0.0 
set protocols ldp interface ge-0/0/0.0 
set protocols ldp interface ge-0/0/1.0 
set protocols ldp interface lo0.0 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



MPLS L3VPN Label Walk (EVE-NG) 
 

 
 
 
RD: Identify which router generates; 
RT: which table it will go. RT values always remains same for a particular customer throughout. 
mBGP: For VRF communication b/w PE-1 & PE-2. 
 

On PE: (Configuration) 
1- OSPF 
2- MPLS 
3- RSVP 
4- BGP  

On P: (Configuration) 
1- OSPF 
2- MPLS 
3- RSVP 

 
 

---Configuration: 
 

 
--- OSPF b/w CE-1 & PE-1: 
= CE-1: 
protocols { 
    ospf { 
        area 0.0.0.0 { 
            interface ge-0/0/1.0; 
            interface lo0.0; 
             
            root@CE-1> show ospf neighbor  
Address          Interface              State     ID               Pri  
Dead 
192.168.1.1      ge-0/0/1.0             Full      9.9.9.9          128    
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= PE-1: 
root@PE-1> show configuration routing-instances 
customer1-vrf  
instance-type vrf; 

=== P1 to P2: 
Not much here, No BGP needed here., since no RD/RT 
value, or exporting anywhere, just enable OSPF/MPLS and 
add interfaces. 
 
[edit interfaces ge-0/0/2 unit 0] 
+      family mpls; 
[edit interfaces ge-0/0/3 unit 0] 
+      family mpls; 
 
root@P1# show protocols ospf    
area 0.0.0.0 { 
    interface ge-0/0/2.0; 
    interface lo0.0; 
    interface ge-0/0/3.0; 
} 
 
root@P1# show  
interface ge-0/0/2.0; 



interface ge-0/0/1.0; 
route-distinguisher 4445:100; 
vrf-target target:4445:100; 
routing-options { 
    router-id 9.9.9.9; 
} 
protocols { 
    ospf { 
        area 0.0.0.0 { 
            interface ge-0/0/1.0; 
        } 
    } 
} 
 
root@PE-1> show ospf neighbor instance customer1-vrf     
Address          Interface              State     ID               Pri  
Dead 
192.168.1.2      ge-0/0/1.0             Full      4.4.4.4          128    
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root@PE-1> show route table customer1-vrf.inet.0  
 
customer1-vrf.inet.0: 4 destinations, 4 routes (4 active, 0 
holddown, 0 hidden) 
+ = Active Route, - = Last Active, * = Both 
 
4.4.4.4/32         *[OSPF/10] 00:05:09, metric 1 
                    > to 192.168.1.2 via ge-0/0/1.0 
192.168.1.0/30     *[Direct/0] 00:25:43 
                    > via ge-0/0/1.0 
192.168.1.1/32     *[Local/0] 00:25:43 
                      Local via ge-0/0/1.0 
224.0.0.5/32       *[OSPF/10] 00:05:19, metric 1 
                      MultiRecv 
 
 
root@PE-1> ping 4.4.4.4 routing-instance customer1-vrf     
PING 4.4.4.4 (4.4.4.4): 56 data bytes 
64 bytes from 4.4.4.4: icmp_seq=0 ttl=64 time=2.157 ms 
64 bytes from 4.4.4.4: icmp_seq=1 ttl=64 time=2.020 ms 
 
--- MPLS b/w PE-1 & P1: 
 
root@PE-1# show interfaces ge-0/0/2  
unit 0 { 
    family inet { 
        address 10.10.10.1/30; 
    } 
    family mpls; 
} 
 
root@PE-1# show protocols rsvp  
interface ge-0/0/2.0; 
interface lo0.0; 
 
--- label switch path is what we need, added some extra 
config for other purposes. 
root@PE-1# show protocols mpls  
path-mtu { 
    allow-fragmentation; 
    rsvp mtu-signaling; 
} 
traffic-engineering mpls-forwarding; 

interface ge-0/0/3.0; 
interface lo0.0; 
 
---Optional: 
 
[edit protocols mpls] 
root@P1# show  
path-mtu { 
    allow-fragmentation; 
    rsvp mtu-signaling; 
} 
traffic-engineering mpls-forwarding; 
no-propagate-ttl; 
explicit-null; 
label-switched-path To-PE2-2 { 
    to 5.5.5.5; 
} 
------- 
 
[edit protocols rsvp] 
root@P1# show  
interface ge-0/0/2.0; 
interface ge-0/0/3.0; 
interface lo0.0; 
 
root@P2# show protocols ospf     
area 0.0.0.0 { 
    interface ge-0/0/3.0; 
    interface ge-0/0/2.0; 
    interface lo0.0; 
} 
 
[edit] 
root@P2# show protocols mpls     
interface ge-0/0/2.0; 
interface ge-0/0/3.0; 
interface lo0.0; 
 
[edit] 
root@P2# show protocols rsvp     
interface ge-0/0/2.0; 
interface ge-0/0/3.0; 
interface lo0.0; 
 
---- P2 To PE-2: 
 
-PE2: 
root@PE-2# show routing-instances customer1-vrf  
instance-type vrf; 
interface ge-0/0/1.0; 
route-distinguisher 4445:100; 
vrf-target target:4445:100; 
routing-options { 
    router-id 6.6.6.6; 
} 
protocols { 
    ospf { 
        area 0.0.0.0 { 
            interface ge-0/0/1.0; 
        } 
    } 
} 
 



no-propagate-ttl; 
explicit-null; 
label-switched-path To-PE2 { 
    to 5.5.5.5; 
} 
interface ge-0/0/2.0; 
interface lo0.0; 
 
-- OSPF for Core reachability; 
root@PE-1# show protocols ospf    
area 0.0.0.0 { 
    interface ge-0/0/2.0; 
    interface lo0.0; 
} 
 
---MBGP for VRF from PE-1 To PE-2 communication: 
 
set routing-options autonomous-system 65000 
root@PE-1# show  
group ibg { 
    type internal; 
    local-address 1.1.1.1; 
    family inet { 
        unicast; 
    } 
    family inet-vpn { 
        unicast; 
    } 
    neighbor 5.5.5.5; 
} 
 
root@P1# show protocols ospf    
area 0.0.0.0 { 
    interface ge-0/0/2.0; 
    interface lo0.0; 
} 

set routing-options autonomous-system 65000 
 
root@PE-2# show protocols bgp  
group ibg { 
    type internal; 
    local-address 5.5.5.5; 
    family inet { 
        unicast; 
    } 
    family inet-vpn { 
        unicast; 
    } 
    neighbor 1.1.1.1; 
} 
 
root@PE-2# show protocols mpls  
path-mtu { 
    allow-fragmentation; 
    rsvp mtu-signaling; 
} 
traffic-engineering mpls-forwarding; 
no-propagate-ttl; 
explicit-null; 
label-switched-path To-PE1 { 
    to 1.1.1.1; 
} 
label-switched-path To-P1 { 
    to 2.2.2.2; 
} 
interface ge-0/0/2.0; 
interface lo0.0; 
 
root@PE-2# show protocols rsvp  
interface ge-0/0/2.0; 
interface lo0.0; 
 
-- PE2-To CE-2: 
 
root@CE-2# show interfaces ge-0/0/1  
unit 0 { 
    family inet { 
        address 192.168.2.2/30; 
    } 
} 
 
[edit] 
root@CE-2# show interfaces lo0          
unit 0 { 
    family inet { 
        address 6.6.6.6/32; 
    } 
} 
 
[edit] 
root@CE-2# show protocols ospf    
area 0.0.0.0 { 
    interface ge-0/0/1.0; 
    interface lo0.0; 
} 
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